Change MGT/Outreach
Roberta Roth

Communications Lead
Andrew Ayala

Testing Lead
Mary Stoltz – NSHE

Linda Moore
Training Coordinator

Erik Feagans
Trainer

Tom Davis
Trainer

Workday@College
Student Worker
Michaela Mayhew

SCI Consultant
Louika Verhage
Kim Whiting
End User Training

SCI Consultant
Kim Whiting
Change Management

SCI Consultant
Aleta Sefic
Testing

Workday Consultant
Mark Sonntag
Testing and Conversion Advisor

Campus Points of Contact
CSN – Lata Koneru
DRI – Bill Dippel
GBC – Lora McCarty
GBC – Sonja Sibert
NSC – Penny Morris
NSC – Chris Mercer
NSHE – Roberta Roth
NSHE – Kim Fairchild
TMCC – Tommie Guy
UNLV – Jackie Hess
UNR – Kelley Downs
UNR – Tim McFarling

Change Management Liaisons
CSN – Lata Koneru
DRI – Mark Bowers
GBC – Lora McCarty
GBC – Sonja Sibert
NSC – Kathryn Mulvey
NSC – Penny Morris
NSHE – Mary Stoltz
NSHE – Roberta Roth
NSHE – Andrew Ayala
NSHE – Erik Feagans
NSHE – Linda Moore
NSHE – Tom Davis
TMCC – Tommie Guy
UNLV – Jackie Hess
UNR – Kelly Downs

Campus Training Liaisons
CSN – Anat Marinsky
CSN – Lata Koneru
DRI – Bill Dippel
DRI – Mark Bowers
DRI – Lindsay Sessions
GBC – Lora McCarty
GBC – Sonja Sibert
NSC – Kathryn Mulvey
NSC – Penny Morris
NSHE – Christine Casey
NSHE – Roberta Roth
NSHE – Andrew Ayala
NSHE – Erik Feagans
NSHE – Linda Moore
NSHE – Tom Davis
TMCC – Bernie Hamm
TMCC – Cris Dixon
TMCC – Michael Dalton
TMCC – Tommie Guy
UNLV – Jackie Hess
UNLV – Caleb Konner
UNLV – Heather Ashley-Henderson
UNLV – Liliana Garcia
UNR – Brigette Glynn
UNR – Kelley Downs
UNR – Tim McFarling
WNC – Brenda Yenkole
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Campus Integration SMEs

CSN = Lata Koneru
DRI = Jeremy Buchmann
GBC = Debra Valdez
NSC = Cheri Canfield
NSHE = John Brandvold
NSHE = Michael Bakker
TMCC = Bill Garand
UNLV = Debra Valdez
UNLV = John Dudley
UNLV = Tony Guisan
UNR = Lisa Saichompoo
UNR = Megan Denio
WNC = Troy Wadsworth

Campus SMEs Security

CSN = Anat Marinsky
CSN = Lata Koneru
GBC = David Hernandez
NSC = Cheri Canfield
NSHE = John Brandvold
NSHE = Michael Bakker
TMCC = Jeremy Deadmond
TMCC = Tommie Guy
UNLV = Debra Valdez
UNLV = Elora Paik
UNLV = John Dudley
UNLV = Tony Guisan
UNR = Lisa Saichompoo
UNR = Megan Denio
WNC = Troy Wadsworth

Campus SMEs Business Intelligence/Development

CSN = Anat Marinsky
CSN = Lata Koneru
CSN - Patrick Rodriguez
DRI = Eric Thornton
DRI = Jeremy Buchmann
DRI = Sara Rosenman
DRI - Lindsey Sessions
GBC - Jonja Gilbert
NSC - Alain Hardeman
NSC - Betty Kim
NSC - Kathryn Mulney
NSC - Mick Haney
NSHE - Christine Casey
NSHE - Hari Nune
NSHE = John Brandvold
NSHE = Michael Bakker
NSHE - Sherry Olson
TMCC - Bill Garand
TMCC - Crista Dixon
TMCC - Michael Dalton
TMCC - Nicole Scoffield
TMCC - Shelly Walker
TMCC - Thomas Dobbins
UNLV - Anthony Gianam
UNLV - Debra Valdez
UNLV - Christine Drum
UNLV - Mike Ellison
UNLV - Sunita Patnaik
UNLV = Victoria Kazee
UNL - Cody Gregg
UNR = Lisa Saichompoo
UNR = Lory Palinski
UNR = Tad Kelly
WNC = Brenda Yenkle
WNC - Coral loud
WNC - Darla Dodge
WNC - Irene Tucker
WNC - Troy Wadsworth

Campus Working Groups
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